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1. Introduction 

 
Cast stainless steel is used for LWR reactor coolant 

system components such as pump casing, valves, and 
pipes. At the reactor operating temperature (~320 oC), 
however, cast stainless steel is susceptible to thermal 
aging embrittlement. Due to thermal aging, the 
strengths generally increase but fracture toughness 
decreases [1-3]. Thermal aging makes a change in the 
fracture behavior of cracked components. When 
thermal aging occurs, crack resistance is decreased due 
to fracture toughness decreasing but crack driving force 
is also decreased since the strengths increase. Therefore, 
the effect of thermal aging on pipe fracture behavior 
should be investigated. In this study, fracture mechanics 
analysis is carried out for two different cast stainless 
steel pipes. 

 
2. Methods and Results 

 
This section describes the fracture mechanics 

analysis procedure and the evaluation results for cast 
stainless steel pipes. The fracture mechanics analysis is 
based on the failure assessment diagram approach [4]. 

 
2.1 Materials 

 
The materials considered in this study are CF8A and 

CF8M steels of which material data are taken from 
published papers [2-3]. CF8A and CF8M steels were 
aged at 400 oC for 4,189 hours and 1,000 hours, 
respectively. Tensile and fracture toughness tests have 
been performed at room temperature for unaged and 
thermally-aged materials. 

Tensile properties obtained from tensile tests are 
summarized in Table I. It can be shown from the table 
that the strengths were increased by thermal aging for 
both materials. The J-R curves have been obtained from 
fracture toughness tests and the curves were fitted using 
the power law relation: 

 

( )mJ D a k∆= +    (1) 
 

The constants in equation (1) are given in Table II. As 
can be shown in the table, fracture toughness were 
remarkably reduced by thermal aging for both materials. 

 
Table I: Tensile properties for unaged and thermally-aged 

CF8A and CF8M steels 

Material 
Young’s 
modulus 

[GPa] 

Yield 
strength 
[MPa] 

Tensile 
strength 
[MPa] 

CF8A 
[2] 

Unaged 195 275 555 
Aged 315 725 

CF8M 
[3] 

Unaged 195 301 580 
Aged 321 730 

 
Table II: Fracture toughness for unaged and thermally-aged 

CF8A and CF8M steels 

Material D k m 
CF8A 

[2] 
Unaged 800 0.07 0.43 
Aged 430 0.07 0.47 

CF8M 
[3] 

Unaged 833 0.17 0.46 
Aged 212 0.04 0.50 

 
2.2 Fracture Mechanics Analysis 
 

To evaluate the maximum load of cracked pipes, 
elastic-plastic fracture mechanics analysis was 
performed based on the reference stress approach [4]. In 
the analysis, elastic-plastic J can be estimated from 
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The detailed analysis procedures can be found from ref 
[4]. 

Pipes with a circumferential surface crack under 
bending moment were considered in this study. The 
geometries of the pipe and dimensions of a crack are 
given in Table III. In the table, Ri and t are the inner 
radius and the wall thickness of the pipe, respectively; a 
and θ are the crack depth and length, respectively. 
Figure 1 shows a typical example of estimating the 
maximum load for unaged and thermally-aged CF8A 
steel pipes. 
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Table III: Pipe geometries and crack dimensions 

Ri [mm] t [mm] a/t θ/π 
250 25 

0.2, 0.4, 0.6 0.1, 0.3 250 50 
125 25 

 

 
Fig. 1. An example of fracture mechanics analysis to estimate 
the maximum load of unaged and thermally-aged CF8A steel 
pipes. 
 
2.3 Fracture Mechanics Evaluation Results 

 
The maximum loads of unaged and thermally-aged 

pipes were determined from the fracture mechanics 
analysis, as described in Section 2.2. The maximum 
loads of thermally-aged pipes (Paged) were normalized 
by those of the corresponding unaged pipes (Punaged) to 
evaluate the change of the maximum load due to 
thermal aging. Figure 2 shows typical analysis results 
for CF8A and CF8M materials. In case of the CF8A 
steel pipes, the maximum loads were increased by 
thermal aging. For the CF8M steel pipes, however, the 
maximum loads were decreased by thermal aging. This 
tendency can be explained by the combination of 
strength increasing and fracture toughness decreasing. 
The maximum load can increase when the decrease in 
the crack driving force is more than those in the crack 
resistance. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The change of the maximum load due to thermal aging. 

 
3. Conclusions 

 
Fracture mechanics analysis based on the reference 

stress approach was performed to investigate the effect 
of thermal aging on the maximum load of cast stainless 
steel pipes. The maximum loads of the CF8A steel 
pipes were increased by thermal aging, whereas those 
of the CF8M steel pipes were decreased. The maximum 
load was increased by thermal aging when the decrease 
in the crack driving force was more than those in the 
crack resistance. 
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